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FORMULAS AND THEIR RELATIVES: A SEMIOTIC APPROACH TO 
VERSE MAKING IN HOMER AND MODERN GREEK FOLKSONGS* 

IN a book I published a few years ago, entitled Towards a Poetics of Modem Greek 
Folksong,1 I examined certain aspects of the poetics of modem folksongs in the light of the 
'oral composition theory' of Homeric poetry, originally expounded by Milman Parry2 in the late 
twenties and early thirties and subsequently elaborated by Albert B. Lord.3 In this paper I 

propose to follow the opposite course, and inquire whether some of my findings regarding the 

verse-making techniques of the modem folksongs could be applied to the Homeric epics, and 
whether they could be made to cast some additional light on the making of ancient epic poetry. 
More specifically, in my study of formular and otherwise similar verses in the folksongs, I was 
able to distinguish five degrees of kinship, as it were, or of decreasing similarity, from identical 
formulas to sense units of similar type. Can a comparable scale of similarities be found in 

Homer, and, if it can, could it be used in modem discussions of ancient epic versification and 
composition, without further encumbering a terminology that is not always clear or generally 
agreed upon? The purpose of this exercise is not merely taxonomic; by using some basic 

concepts of structural linguistics as tools, I think we may perhaps come a little closer to 
understanding the verse-making process, which is a prerequisite for understanding Homer's 
manner of composition and, in the last analysis, his 'creativity' or even 'originality' vis a vis the 
tradition to which he belonged. 

It will be useful to recall here that while most Homeric specialists profess a great respect for 
the Parry and Lord theory of oral composition, and the concepts of oral traditional poetry and 

composition or recomposition in performance are well entrenched, particularly in the English 
language specialist bibliography, very few people nowadays accept certain of its basic tenets, 
such as the concept of the formula as a metrically fixed group of words; some scholars reject 
the complementary principles of extension and economy of the epic language,4 while others 
continue to believe in them although they presuppose the metrically fixed formula. Sixty-five 
years or so after the appearance of Parry's theory, many of the old and some new Homeric 
questions5 keep being debated, including the all-important one whether traditional (i.e. 
formulaic) poetry is altogether incompatible with writing or whether monumental masterpieces 
with a unified plot, such as the Iliad and the Odyssey, could have been created without any 
recourse to writing (or dictating).6 

* This paper has greatly benefited from the criticism of Mark W. Edwards and Odysseus Tsagarakis, for which 
I am very grateful to both of them. Needless to add that they have no responsibility for my mistakes, and may not 
agree with all views put forward here. My thanks also go to the anonymous referees of the Journal for their many 
useful suggestions. 

1 
rFd ptu 7OIrucf TOvof tUviKOf 5iWpOTicKO tpayovtiof (Herakleion 1988). 

2 Adam Parry (ed.), The making of Homeric verse. The collected papers of Milman Parry (Oxford 1971; 
henceforth quoted as MHV ). 

3 The singer of tales (Cambridge, Mass. 1960, henceforth abbreviated as ST); Epic singers and oral tradition 
(Ithaca and London 1991); The singer resumes the tale (Ithaca and London 1995). 

4 Cf. H. Lloyd-Jones, 'Remarks on the Homeric question' in History and imagination. Essays in honour of H.R. 
Trevor-Roper, H. Lloyd-Jones (ed.) (New York 1982) 15-29; D. Shive, Naming Achilles (Oxford and New York 
1986). 

5 As G. Nagy puts it in 'Homeric questions', TAPA cxxii (1992) 17-60. 
6 The dictation theory was first advocated by Lord ('Homer's originality: Oral dictated texts', TAPA lxxiv [1953] 

124-34, repr. in his Epic singers and oral tradition [Ithaca and New York 1991] 38-48) and then was taken up by 
others, cf. Adam Parry, The language of Achilles and other papers (Oxford 1989) 104-140; R. Janko, The Iliad: A 
commentary, vol. iv, books 13-16 (Cambridge 1992) 37-8. B.B. Powell in a recent monograph on Homer and the 
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This paper, however, aims at a much lower target than answering the above questions. It will 

attempt a comparison-at the level of phraseology and verse making-between ancient epic and 
modem folk (therefore, by definition, traditional and oral) poetry, and will chart similarities and 

analogies within corresponding groups of lines in the two poetic systems. Still, such similarities 
cannot be taken to imply by themselves the oral character of the ancient one, although they do 

point to the traditional character of both. 'Traditional' is a concept wider than 'oral,' 
encompassing medieval poetry, also, which is extensively formulaic, and although it makes 
occasional references to writing and reading it is often understood in terms of 'oral style pressed 
into the service of literate composition'.7 This is not very satisfactory if only because it fails 
to address the problem directly. A better answer, I think, may be sought in the semiotic 
character of the formula (defined and discussed below).8 Formulas and formulaic style, I 
submit, are characteristic of traditional poetry and other forms of art whether oral (such as folk 

poetry and music) or produced with the help of writing or some form of symbolic notation (such 
as medieval poetry and music, Byzantine and Middle-Eastern music, and so on).9 Such a style 
may have its origin in oral composition, but retains its character as long as the society in which 
art is produced remains traditional in its (collective) beliefs and practices. 

Given the assumption that for all the exceptional qualities of Homer's poetry, it is nevertheless 
rooted in tradition, the best way to approach and understand his art is through, the study of his 
traditional craftsmanship. Only that is something concrete and susceptible to analysis, while the 

then, we understand the traditional in Homer's works the mor we ewill appreciate the new and 

perhaps unique in them. 
In this regard, the comparative study of other oral epic traditions may be invaluable, and has 

been applied by Parry, Lord, and others following in their wake,10 with very interesting results. 
This is what makes, as I hope, my approach and the objectives of this paper legitimate, but I 
want to reiterate that its scoe is limited: it is to examine certain Homeric formulas and variants 
at the level of the verse, or small groups of verses, and to define their similarities and relations 
in comparison with parallel phenomena encountered in modem Greek folksongs. 

origin of the Greek alphabet (Cambridge 1991) pushes the assumption of dictation to an extreme conclusion by 
putting forward the startling theory that the 'genius and benefactor of mankind, who invented the Greek alphabet by 
adaptation from the preexisting Phoenician syllabary' (12) did so in order to write down what Homer sang, and was 
thus instrumental in facilitating the production of the Iliad and the Odyssey in a kind of joint venture and 
cooperative effort with the poet (230); we may even have known his name all along: Palamedes (233-7). However, 
neither the theories of dictation, nor the idea of a writing poet, nor the 'evolutionary model' for the genesis of the 
epic suggested by Nagy (see now his Poetry as performance. Homer and beyond [Cambridge 1996], especially 74-7, 
110) manage to offer satisfactory answers to all the problems involved so as to be fully convincing. 

7 So M. Curschmann with reference to the Nibelungenlied ('Nibelungenlied und Nibelungenklage. Uber 
Muindlichkeit und Schriftlichkeit im Prozess der Episierung' in Ch. Cormeau (ed.), Deutsche Literatur im Mittelalter. 
Hugo Kuhn zum Gedenken (Stuttgart 1979) 93-4, quoted by B. Fenik, Homer and the Nibelungenlied. Comparative 
studies in epic style (Cambridge, Mass. 1986) 173, 202; cf. Fenik, Digenis. Epic and popular style in the Escorial 
version (Herakleion 1991) 17. See also Curschmann, 'Oral poetry in mediaeval English, French, and German 
literature: Some notes on recent research', Speculum xlii (1967) 36-52. 

8 Cf. G.M. Sifakis, 'T6 xp6pkrlua Tj; 7pooopK6T1Ta; ca" prxaucovicf 6tpd)xrk ypaPPaeta' in N. M. 
Panayotakis (ed.), ApX; T5 ; vwoeXkrVci"; X0oyoTXvf a; i (Venice 1993) 267-24. 

Useful in this connexion is H. van der Werf, The oldest extant part music and the origin of Western polyphony 
i (Rochester NY 1993) 18 ff. (on 'Notation in mediaeval music life'), and G. Amargianakis, An analysis of stichera 
in the deuteros modes i-ii (Cahiers de 'IInstitut du Moyen-dge grec et latin xxii, Copenhagen 1977) (offering a 
breakdown of a group of Byzantine melodies into their constitutive formulas). 

10 See, for instance, W.F. Bynum, Daemon in the woods: A study of oral narrative patterns (Cambridge, Mass. 
1978); J.M. Foley, Traditional oral epic: The Odyssey, Beowulf, and the Serbo-Croatian return song (Berkeley and 
Los Angeles 1990). 
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Parry formulated his theory and wrote all his major works before he met the South Slav 

singers. But after his extensive field trips in former Yugoslavia and the vast collection of 

recordings he was able to assemble, he shifted the emphasis, in his unfinished work on Chor 

Huso, to 'the theme in oral poetry at the expense of theformula'.` There is no doubt that this 

change has to be attributed to the insight the field workers had into the living tradition of epic 
singers in old Yugoslavia, with its fluidity and multiformity of diction,12 and the preponderance 
of story and theme over the fixed expression as represented by the formula. Later on, Lord was 
to state that 'Formulas (...) serve only one purpose. They provide a means for telling a story 
in song and verse. The tale's the thing'.13 Besides, in studying the formulas in the Serbo- 
Croatian narrative songs, Lord found the density of fixed expressions to be much smaller than 
in Homer and reached the conclusion the tat the 'principle of thrift' cannot be found to be 
operative across aos whole tradition or even the singers of the same district, but only in the songs 
of one singer, and then not without exceptions and provided 'the acoustical context' is taken into 
consideration.14 But despite these conclusions and the fact that, as we shall see (p. 142 below), 
Lord further shifted his emphasis from the spontaneous use of ready-made formulas to the 
creation of new phrases by the improvising bards, he did not revise Parry's definition of the 
formula. 

However, within a few years from the publication of ST Parry's definition came under attack 
and the fixed metrical value as a property of the formula was questioned. J.B. Hainsworth 

metrically modified so as to be usable in different parts of the hexameter (and thus under 
various metrical conditions).15 Modifications may be slight or drastic, from elision, correption, 
or alternative forms of inflexion resulting in change of metrical value, to rearrangement of word- 
order, separation of the constituent words of a formula by other words (e.g., vooxanlvtoi 

&v6p?; and v. fXuOov c.), or even division of set-phrases by the verse-end (e.g., ?iKpuoc ... 
I eepu6). 

Another effort to account for conceptual and/or phonetic associations in phrases with a 'family 
resemblance' led Michael N. Nagler, at about the samie time, to postulate the concept of a 
preverbal, abstract, 'template' which generates an unlimited number of 'particular phrases (...) 
in. more or less similar forms in an endless variety of contexts' at the level of performance 
(which he calls 'allomorphs'). To describe this template he borrowed the terms 'Gestalt' from 
psychology and 'sphota' from Sanskrit linguistics, and even compared its hypostasis in a 'given 
word, phrase, or sentence' (i.e. an allomorph of the template) to 'a particular geometrical shape 
[as] a hypostasis of its Platonic Form'.16 

1 Adam Parry in his Introduction to MHV xli. 
12 Cf. ST 100, and Lord, Epic singers and oral tradition 76, 102, 130, 209; The singer resumes the tale 23 ff., 

95, 108. 
13 ST 68. 
14 ST 50-3. C.M. Bowra (Heroic poetry (London 1952) 234 ff.) had already denied the existence of thrift in 

other traditions outside Homer. 
15 Theflexibity of the Homeric formula (Oxford 1968). See also now his concise analysis of Homer's formulaic 

style in the introduction to his volume of The Iliad: A commentary iii: books 9-12 (Cambridge 1993) 1-31. 
16 'Towards a generative view of the Homeric formula', TAPA xcviii (1968) 269-311, and Spontaneity and 

tradition: a study in the oral art of Homer (Berkeley and Los Angeles 1974) 13-15. Nagler's 'Gestalt' or 'sphota', 
though, is a concept too vague 'and frankly mystical in tone' (Spontaneity 14) to be really useful as an analytical 
tool, so it has not been used by others. Also, his use of the term 'allomorph' is arbitrary because it refers to very 
dissimilar forms supposedly originating from the same template; but it has the advantage of dispensing with an Ur- 
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Hainsworth's all inclusive approach, which upgraded, as it were, many of the phenomena that 
Parry had called simply-and somewhat vaguely-formulaic elements or relations to the level of 
the formula, disconnected the recurrent word groups from the rhythmical patterns of specific 
verse segments, and suggested that the coherence of recurring word groups (their 'formular 
bond',17 or 'syntagmatic solidarity' in structural-linguistic terms) is not due to their metrical 
form and the convenience for spontaneous improvisation they offered, but to their meaning. 
However, he seems to me far more convincing when he points out how slight changes of metre 
made a formula adaptable and usable in different metrical conditions than when he includes 
under his very general definition of the formula (as a repeated group of words) expressions 
whose constituent words are not only separated by other words but also split between two lines 
or even three lines (Tx?t%?a ... I ... I Ka,6, 11. 18.82-84).18 

Metre, of course, does not come into play in Nagler's notion of family resemblances. His 
'allomorph' is unrelated to the use of the term in linguistics and refers to often very dissimilar 
forms originating from the same 'mental template'. Nagler tries to reach beyond the formula and 
account for resemblances that cannot be dealt with by any theory of formulaic versification. I 
wonder, however, whether such associations as those studied by Nagler might not be found in 
the works of writing poets (e.g., Pindar or the tragedians), or whether they do not belong in 
discussions of poetic imagery rather than the process of oral composition, if the metrical shape 
of traditional phraseology is to be disregarded completely. Besides, his 'Gestalt' or 'sphota' (as 
well as his a llomorphs) lack the strict definition which would make them useful as analytical 
tools,19 and cannot therefore be used by other scholars who might wish to take up the same 
line of research. 

Between the two extremes, Parry's 'tight definition' of the formula (in Adam Parry's words) 
and Nagler's forsaking of the term, falls a great number of contributions to the study of verse- 
making techniques, the relationship of formulas to the hexameter, the history of individual 
formulas, and so on,20 while yet another related a pproach that has produced impressive results 
is the study of epic narrative in terms of recurring content motifs, themes, or scenes, and their 
arrangement into symmetrical or other patterns and longer narrative sequences.21 

formula from which others are derived (see p. 146 below). 
7 Cf. The Iliad: A commentary iii 26. 

18 The phrase te6ea iKaSc is indeed a formula that occurs many times elsewhere. But does this mean that the 
two words should be taken s a formula under any circumstances? It all depends, of course, on how the formula is 
defined, so even an uncommon case like this is consistent with Hainsworth's definition (which ignores metre and 
versification patterns). 

19 Cf W. Ingalls, 'Another dimension of the formula', Phoenix xxvi (1972) 115. 
20 All this literature, up to the mid-eighties, is reviewed by M.W. Edwards in an invaluable critical essay: 

'Homer and oral tradition: The formula' I-II, Oral Tradition i/ii (1986) 171-230, and iii.1-2 (1988) 11-60. See also 
Shive (n.4 above). 

21 To the earliest major study of this kind, W. Arend, Die typische Scenen bei Homer (Berlin 1933), many more 
and very good ones can now be added, e.g., J.I. Armstrong, 'The arming motif in the Iliad, AJP lxxix (1958) 337-54; 
N. Austin, 'The function of digressions in the Iliad, GRBS vii (1966) 295-312; M.W. Edwards, 'Type-scenes and 
Homeric hospitality', TAPA cv (1975) 51-72, 'The structure of Homeric catalogues', TAPA cx (1980) 81-105, and 
Homer, poet of the Iliad (Baltimore 1987); B.C. Fenik, Typical battle scenes in the Iliad, Hermes Einzelschriften xxi 
(Wiesbaden 1968), Studies in the Odyssey, Hermes Einzelschriften xxx (Wiesbaden 1974); G.S. Kirk, 'The formal 
duels in books 3 and 7 of the Iliad' in B.C. Fenik (ed.), Homer: Tradition and invention (Leiden 1978) 18-40; 0. 
Tsagarakis, 'Oral composition, type-scenes and narrative inconsistencies in Homer', Grazer Beitrage viii (1979) 23 
ff.; Form and content in Homer, Hermes Einzelschriften xlvii (Wiesbaden 1982). For a survey of this literature on 
type scenes, see M.W. Edwards, Oral Tradition vii.2 (1992) 284-330. See also the recent monograph of S. Reece 
on The stranger's welcome. Oral theory and the aesthetics of the Homeric hospitality scene (Ann Arbor 1993), and 
Lord on arming scenes in The singer resumes the tale 75-95 (and passim on themes in other traditions). 
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Regarding the modem Greek examples quoted below, a few simple facts should be stated here 
for the benefit of classical scholars who have no familiarity with the modem language and 
traditional poetry: (a) The dactylic hexameter did not survive Graeco-Roman antiquity (as a 

popular metre, that is). (b) The medieval-Greek epic tradition survives mostly in fragments, in 
the so-called 'acritic' songs (concerning the guardians of the eastern frontier, acrai, of 
Byzantium) handed down through the mainstream of narrative folksong (chiefly ballads and 

songs inspired by historical events).22 (c) The commonest line in the medieval epic tradition 
and in moder narrative folksongs is the fifteen-syllable iambic (called 'political', i.e. non- 
ecclesiastical, verse in the Byzantine era), which has exactly the same form as the ancient 
iambic tetrameter catalectic, except for the fact that the rhythm is dynamic and based on the 
periodic alternation of stressed and unstressed syllables. So if we read, for instance, line 288 of 
Aristophanes' Wealth, in which all stresses happen to fall on long syllables, with the modern 
Greek pronunciation, it would sound exactly like a political verse: 

(i 86oPLuaI Kadt tpcoPaL II Kat po0Xo,at Xopeoa(l. 

Like all long metrical lines, the fifteen-syllable iambic has an obligatory diaeresis, after the 
eighth syllable, that divides it into two balancing, though unequal, halves, and some other 
secondary, frequent though not obligatory, points of further subdivision of the hemistichs into 
smaller cola or segments. Each of these metrical lengths constitutes a rhythmical basis to which 
a phrase or sentence has to be accommodated. The smallest of the segments may not be long 
enough to contain a poetic utterance with a discrete meaning. The longer ones, however, such 
as a hemistich of the verse (like the longer segments of the hexameter on either side of the main 
caesura), not to mention the whole verse itself, offer a variety of possibilities to the singer who 
can formulate or articulate his units of meaning so as to fit these rhythm ical vehicles. 

To begin with, there is a distinct gaine give to Parry's terminology a semiological twist. 
His formula can then be understood as a poetic 'sign', that is to say, as a unit of significance 
whose content and form are isometric (or coextensive) and inseparable, like the two sides of a 
sheet of paper.23 A poetic sign is a word group that carries a poetic meaning which is 
something more than the sum of its parts (i.e. its literal meaning) and has been established by 
repeated use of the sign in the poetic corpus. As the words, many common expressions, and 
idioms, of a natural language are verbal signs that belong to the lexicon of the language, so the 
formulas are poetic signs that belong to the poetic or literary language of Homeric poetry, or 
of the modern folksongs, and so on, as semiotic systems. The advantage of this description over 
Parry's definition is that it acknowledges the importance of meaning alongside form, whereas 
Parry's 'essential idea' refers to a core, descriptive, meaning only, and ignores the poetic 

22 
Only one major work, the epic/romance of Digenes Akrites, whose origins go back to medieval epic tradition, 

has survived in fifteenth century mss., as has the shorter lay of Armoures, alongside the acritic songs. Critical edition: 
S. Alexiou, Baot?to; AyEvfi; 'AKcpTrn; Kat tr6 &Jact xof 'Appofpq (Athens 1985); traditional style: B. Fenik, 
Digenis (n. 7 above); historical context, discussion of problems, bibliography: R. Beaton and D. Ricks (eds.), 
Digenes Acrites. New approaches to Byzantine heroic poetry (London 1993). 

23 
This metaphor was, of course, used by Ferdinand de Saussure in his original definition of the linguistic sign 

in Cours de linguistique generale (Paris 1916; many reprints). 
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meaning. As he writes, 'the essential idea of the words iioS 68' fplryveoa |c)vrl po5o- 
6&lKTXo; 'Hcb; is "when day broke"; (...) that of 7toXiTX(as; Sto; '068ooGTes; is 

"Odysseus".'24 Unfortunately, this disregards the deep, diachronic, resonance of the formulas 
as well as their great perfection and polish that has resulted from their repeated use; and vice 
versa, their repeated use is due to the fact that formulas give a perfect form to thoughts, images, 
and concepts which are vital to the world of traditional poetry, and are the most distinctive 
markers of its style.25 Therefore, no translator would easily part from 'the young Dawn ... with 
her rosy fingers' (in Lattimore's wording), no matter how often he must refer to a new daybreak. 

Often repeated typical expressions such as, for example, )acyavov Cp'yup6riXov (silver- 
nailed sword), otvoioa 7i6vTov (the wine-dark sea), STeGa 7TT?p6evTa Tpoar65l a (he/she 
addressed [him] in winged words), icalt dxoaco "cftpa iXaCvav (and avoided the dark death), 
t6v 86t K6Tio; 6a K6mA_ X e (and a mist of darkness closed over both eyes), Tav6nlXoS; 
Xatfrl, and its modem equivalent, Oei&v 7iXaTf)(rXXrn v (an olive-tree stretching its foliage);26 

or, to quote a few modem examples, 36vei tOV Xito 7rp6a0o7o (she puts on the sun as her 
face), Kic yX6a x oZ) ro a5ovoXaX?e (his tongue sounds like a nightingale), aKICpet, t0xik 
T6v platpo Tou (he bends, kisses his horse), car6c ' E AIt61KO; r6 oana0f (for pasha Liakos 
has his sword), norcOTLta, XtyoorTyr?r? (rivers, lessen your water), (acv 7ep6tlKo'6a OXfpEtat 
(like a small partridge she grieves), .uDploXoyx Kat C X? (she laments and says), 7aOl6c 

4?Yyuivowfvao (swords bared), ot ,uapo.appvla rT6Xax (on a marble table), at pappappvtla 
dkX6vta (in marble threshing-floors), and so forth-all these expressions are felt to be parts of 
a poetic language either because they are remembered as verse-parts from repeated hearings, or 
because they contain glosses, are impossible or unlikely to occur in everyday speech, have a 
certain rhythmical shape, imply a poetic context and convey a specific meaning easily grasped 
by people who are familiar with the poetic tradition to which they belong. Any one of these 
reasons or combination thereof is enough to mark the above utterances as poetical, even when 
they contain no special vocabulary or syntax that could not be used in common speech. 

A poem of any size, though, cannot consist entirely of fixed formulas, any more than common 
speech can consist of cliches and idioms only.27 If, as we know from modem linguistics, all 
users of natural languages are creative, in the sense that they produce speech on the basis of 
their linguistic competence (i.e. internalized knowledge of vocabulary and grammar) and do not 
repeat ready-made phrases they have memorized (except when they are trying to master a new 
language), so also the traditional artist, poet or singer, does not manipulate ready-made phrases 
like the pieces of a puzzle or a pack of playing-cards,28 but composes his work by using cre- 
atively his traditional resources: the vocabulary and grammar of poetic language,29 including 
formulas and versification patterns, images, similes, metaphors, and other figures of speech, 
elements of content (such as motifs or themes), story patterns, and, last but not least, music. 
Taken together they constitute a poetic universe (a poetic langue in the Saussurean sense) 

24 MHV 13-14. 
25 This is another way of referring to what Foley describes as 'traditional referentiality', see his Immanent art: 

From structure to meaning in traditional oral epic (Bloomington and Indianapolis 1991), chps. 1-2, esp. pp. 6-10, 
38-60. 

26 
Cf. Sifakis, Greece & Rome xxxix (1992) 151. 

27 On formulas as idioms of poetic language, see P. Kiparsky's very interesting article on 'Oral poetry: Some 
linguistic and typological considerations' in B.A Stolz & R.S. Shannon III (eds.), Oral literature and the formula 
(Ann Arbor 1976) 73-106. 

28 This unfortunate metaphor was used by A. van Gennep, La question d'Homere (Paris 1909) 52, quoted by 
Hainsworth, The flexibility of the Homeric formula 15, n. 1. 

29 As Hainsworth says, the 'dcot8of were masters of a special form of language, not jugglers of formulas', The 
Iliad: A commentary iii (Cambridge 1993) 16. 
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which, however, is a secondary system of signification and communication that depends on, and 
is constantly nourished by, the primary system of the natural language. So a poet draws on both 
systems at the same time in order to form his utterances. Therefore, although he has to be a 
craftsman, he is by no means a mechanic, and has lots of space to develop his creativity. 

This kind of creativity, inherent in oral performance, became apparent to Parry and Lord in 
former Yugoslavia, and later on Lord, in his description of the process of oral composition, 
shifted the emphasis from exact repetition to analogical formation of new phrases (although he 
remained always faithful to Parry's original terminology); from memory, therefore, to creative 
improvisation, from parole or specific phraseology to langue and the competence to create 
anew. The art of the oral singer, he writes, 'consists not so much in learning through repetition 
the time-worn formulas as in the ability to compose and recompose the phrases for the idea of 
the moment on the patte established y the basic formulas'. For the singer 'does not 
"memorize" formulas, any more than we as children "memorize" language' (p. 36); he 'cannot, 
and does not, remember enough to sing a song; he must, and does, learn to create phrases. (...) 
I believe that we are justified in considering that the creating of phrases is the true art of the 
singer on the level of line formation, and it is this facility rather than his memory of relatively 
fixed formulas that marks him as a skillful singer in performance' (emphasis mine).31 

Let us now look at some groups of verses that could be considered as formulaic systems 
according to Parry's terminology: 

OEf, vc Pp6c T6v iKcpr|l pOD at' ti&rnXt vd KXXa6eit t (A 111, Fauriel)32 
(God, if only I would find my old man in the vineyard pruning) 

t ,uov, vac Ppo tfv Eb5oictvdc axf (3ppxor va ytouVipfl (A 311) 
(God, if only I would find Evthoukia at the fountain filling up) 
Oe pot, vdc p)b Xf NtIKOXoi TO aTpd0pa v6x Kotlparat (A 190) 
(God, if only I would find Nikoloui in bed asleep) 

<<'Qpa iaxfi, KaX6yEp?>> <<Kac); xc XticcKdptxa.>> (A 238, Peloponnese) 
('Good time of day to you, monk'. 'Welcome, lads'.) 
<<?ret6c aov ap6c Oov, X6dpovTa. <<KaXCb; tovy t6v LX4pvTr.>> (Pol. 214)33 
('Hail to you, Charon'. 'Welcome, lad'.) 
<<?IoXX d tT r, 6fcvTrl oi).>> <<KaX); t6v ricp Fravvt6cr>> (A 119, Naupaktos) 
('Many years to you, my lord'. 'Welcome, master Yannakis'.) 

KIt 1 Xepfl tp6[paXv sitT6 6 crapa906pt (A 411, Nisyros) 
(and the lass looked out from the window) 
Ki 6 X6cpo; t6v 6yv6vT?verE 6O 6 rriTXfl paXo(ka (Pol. 214) 
(and Charon regarded him from a high ridge) 

apaicrrv6; eTV?e 0(opet a6t 6 ?epop(yXt (A 4, Crete) 
(A Saracen spots her from the look-out) 

30 ST5. 
31 Lord did not use Saussure's terms, langue and parole (but cf. ST 279, n. 7), and could not have used N. 

Chomsky's notions of competence, creativity and performance (which corresponds to Saussure's parole), see Aspects 
of the theory of syntax (Boston 1965) 6-8, Language and mind (New York 21972), cf. J. Lyons, Semantics 
(Cambridge 1977) 77, 107, 265). He shows no awareness of L. Hjelmslev's connotative semiotics ('Pour une 
semantique structurale' in Essais linguistiques (Copenhagen 1959)), but was able to point out that 'in studying the 
patterns and systems of oral narrative verse we are in reality observing the "grammar" of the poetry, a grammar 
superimposed, as it were, on the grammar of the language concerned' (ST 36). 

32 'A' stands for the Academy of Athens standard anthology of folksongs: ' EXXVIKvuc TlpoTKuC Tpayo&tia, 
G.K. Spyridakis (ed.) et al., i (Athens 1962). References are to pages followed by the place of origin of the variant 
quoted (or, if not known, the name of one of the early folksong editors). 

33 N.G. Politis, 'EKXoyat 6c6 xTd xpccyoO6tia ob tXo IvtIKO aoo (Athens 1914) 214. 
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The first of these groups is a proper formulaic system (in Parry's sense) because all lines 
begin with the same four-syllable formula, and then proceed differently but follow the same 
syntactical pattern. The other two verse groups contain some formulas, but obviously the 

similarity of their members lies in their metrical form and a substratum of meaning. This 
substratum in the above three line-groups is as follows: (a) Someone (not mentioned in the lines 
under examination) prays to God to find Subject X (towards whom he is moving) / being 
involved in a normal occupation. (b) Greeting and addressing by name; / welcoming response. 
(c) Subject X regards someone / from a vantage point. 

Such verse systems, which could easily be expanded by the addition of many more examples, 
are paradigmatic planes or fields-or, more simply, tables of syntagmatically similar phrases-, 
the terms of which form columns of identical, or synonymous, or variant, entities. If all terms 
of the syntagmatic,34 or horizontal, order in (say) two examples are synonymous, or partly 
identical and partly synonymous, we have also synonymous poetic signs (if all terms are 
identical we have the same formula); if one or more terms vary, yet we have the same 

syntagmatic order and underlying general sense, as is the case with all the above examples, we 
have different signs of the same type, variants of the same type (type here refers to both the 
form and content of these units of signification). 

Let us now look at some series of Homeric verses:35 

c6v; 0dcT0, pLf?irnaeV S no'zoap 6io; 'O?g(ove ? (Od. 23.111) 
(So she spoke, and much-enduring noble Odysseus / smiled) 
&; 06cTo, fyfrcav 68t Poon; 76rvia "Hpri (II. 15.34) 
(He spoke, and the lady the ox-eyed goddess Hera was frightened) 
6b; 6cTO, y19r<Yj?V 8t 09e yXax1K6mt; 'A9vrn (II. 17.567) 
(So he spoke, and the goddess grey-eyed Athene was happy) 
etc. 

The general sense underlying all these examples is that (in inverse order) 'Subject X has an 
emotional reaction to what someone (not mentioned in the same line) has said'. All examples 
are variants of the same type. In the following series, which overlaps with the former, the first 
term of the (inverse) syntagmatic order is different, and the general sense becomes: 'Subject X 
reacts emotionally at the sight of someone' (previously mentioned): 

T-'v ,sv tcbv y{6V9rta noX?ftXa; io; 'O5 08i)o7?5; (Od. 5.486, 24.504) 
(Seeing this, long-suffering great Odysseus was happy) 
t5v 8t i&bv 0fyrj? f3ofv dyaxo; Ato.p6i8; (II. 5.596, 11.345) 
(Diomedes of the great war cry shivered as he saw him) 
Tri tphv vr aesot;a?V vext tvo p e v 'Ayoapspvcov (II. 4.336) 
(Seeing these the lord of men Agamemnon scolded them) 
TOV 8t i&8)v &KT?p? MEvotiou &XcKIpo; Ai'; (II. 11.813) 
(And the strong son of Menoitios looked on him in pity) 
T6v & t86&bV tXtnY? cTp v8pdvv T? ?OV T?e (II. 15.12) 
(Then the father of gods and men seeing Hektor pitied him) 
etc. 

34 'Syntagmatic' coincides here with 'syntactic', but the former is more general than the latter. Syntagmatic and 
paradigmatic relations in structural linguistics constitute the two axes of relationships of a verbal utterance. The 
former are relations in praesentia and hold together the terms of an utterance (a linguistic syntagm); the latter 
(actually called 'rapports memoriels' or 'associatifs' by Saussure) are relations in absentia and refer to synonyms, 
homonyms, antonyms, etc., of each term in the syntagm, which may be recalled or connoted in the process of verbal 
communication. 

35 All translations quoted below are by Richmond Lattimore. I made no changes to them even when the same 
Homeric phrases, quoted next to each other, appear to differ in the translations. 
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In the following series we have: 'Subject X addresses someone in manner Y':" 

-r6v 6' 6p' Orn6Mpa 166w ivpoctoq nr66aq 6bi)K; 'AXtWiX; (Ii. 1.148, etc.) 
(Then looking darkly at him Achilleus of the swift feet spoke) 
'n"v t pty' 6x"o1ax; itpocytoi vEEX91Y(p~tx ZE&); (R. 1.517, etc.) 
(Deeply troubled, Zeus who gathers the clouds answered her) 
-r6v 6t XoXoXa,Jv1x 7cpoGu411 XE2JK6SVo; "Hprj (Ii. 24.55) 
(Then bitterly Hera of the white arms answered him, saying) 
t6v 6' tntc-pzoCLpotov ipoatro 1r6&L; (bd; 'AXWxEf6; (Ri. 24.649) 
(Achilleus / of the swift feet now looked at Priam and said, sarcastic:) 
t6v 6'oO) vxppiax; 7cpoato4I Icopu)OccoXo; uEKtwp (Ii. 20.430) 
(But with no fear Hektor of the shining helm answered him) 
'r6v 6' &-tpzt61aa; Inpocprol nioXf).rpty '08 uouea; (Ii. 10.400) 
(Then Odysseus the resourceful smiled and spoke to him) 
etc. 

In the next field the following syntagmatic structure can be seen: 'Pronoun (or subject 
carried over from previous line), place X as first object, transitive verb, place Y as second 

object, qualification of the latter': 

ot 68 JTkov t' MvpiovTo ioa 'ApAvrqv tpxtEtvJv (Ri. 2.591) 
(They who dwelt about Pylos and lovely Arene) 
ot 6' "Apyo; t' Ei1ov TipuvO6c tE EtXt6EFaGxv (Ii. 2.559) 
(They who held Argos and Tiryns of the huge walls) 
ot C' ElXov (D01t9v i6' 'EXXh6c8a KaXXty6vatKa (Ii. 2.683) 
(those who held Phthia and Hellas the land of fair women) 
HmFptrpv 6' tni6coot KUi 'Hg.u0lv tpaExtvJv (Ri. 14.226) 
(and [Hera] crossed over Pieria and Emathia the lovely) 
'Apfvrqv TiKcxvF icai 'Apyut4~tv tpucrtv#i v (H. Apoll. 422) 
([the ship] reached Arene and lovely Argyphee) 
Ku.Xirvil; pi6tovca IcKi 'Apica&7r; oiroX up1X?o (H. Herm. 2) 
(who rules over Kyllene and Arcadia of many flocks) 

If the members of the above field seem too close to each other in form (particularly the four 

examples from Iliad 16), the examples of the next table have very different referents and come 
from distant contexts (much like the modem examples quoted above, p. 142), yet they are no 
less variants of the same type: 

o,Xopqvr1v, P p.upi' 'AXatot; &Xys' trIIKEV (Ri. 1.2) 
(and its devastation, which put pains thousandfold upon the Achaians) 
obXogi&v9v, ?~ t' axtv couauca tpyx ptj.tr4.v (Ii. 5.876) 
(accursed, whose mind is fixed forever on unjust action) 
obikopvrjv, f ito?XX K6i&' fVOp6nTotut 6M6oxn (Od. 17.287, cf. 474) 
(a cursed thing, which bestows many evils on men) 
'rpdKorj;, 6; 6 noX2X ic6ni' 6w0p6motatv t(bpyEt (Od. 14.289) 
(a gnawer at others' goods, and many were the hurts he inflicted I on men) 

Now what is most important to notice is that regardless of the number of formulas included 
in a paradigmatic plane or table such as those shown above (which, of course, could easily be 

36 Or 'A addressed him with qualification,' see M.W. Edwards, 'Homeric speech introductions', HSCP lxxiv 
(1970) 7. Eight more categories of speech introductions are studied by Edwards (pp. 1-36). 
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multiplied),37 it constitutes a productive matrix that could generate ever more examples through 
a process of inventive poetic improvisation. Therefore, even if some of them appear to be 
unique, they are no less traditional for that, because the matrix that has generated them belongs 
to the poetic langue as much as any formula.38 All are variants of the same type. 

I would now like to introduce and define two more terms, allomorphs and poetic synonyms, 
using examples from both Homer and modem folksongs. The following table contains four 

passages from different folksongs. I have numbered the hemistichs to facilitate reference to 
them: 

A. ' Kai x6 i.aXaipit vto) 'aLpev 2 di' 6pyup6 toiKcpit, 
3 

A\rlMX WX o To rcttra4e, 
4 

I'Tj|XVEt To OTfv KapSt6d TTq. 

(And he drew his knife / from a silver sheath, HI high up he threw it, / he thrusts it into her heart. Beloved 
brothers and unfaithful wife, A 373, Crete) 

B. ' r6 aXatpd6cKt ou TSpya3L 2 6nt' dpyip6 nrlKcdpt, 
3 

oT6v o16pav6 r6 taope 4 Kat iOv Kcap6tdc Tou '06vrq. 
(He drew his little knife / from its silver sheath, HI to the sky he pulled it / and it showed in his heart. Wicked 
mother-in-law, A 349, Aigina) 

C. ' BtyAlEt T' 6cptpopodcXalpo 
2 'not mT Xpuo)v tou aOI l, 

3 aorv o6pavov x6 nzttxe 4 Kai oarTv KapT1Apx TO '86XT.l 
(He draws his silver knife / from his golden waist, 11 up to the sky he threw it / and she got it in the heart. 
Woman and Death, A 424, Kalymnos) 

D. ' Tavxa ei; iyv KOObXtaV TOu, 
2 

pptoKc' 6lpicup6 OlcK6dcpt 
3 taXt [?t' oT' 6pcUpofrKapo 

4 
ppiSKC' 6pK1up6 Paxatpl. 

5 aO6v o6pav6v x6 T?ttasE, 6 Tf yf 6cpa T6 '8QTfl, 
7 Id0c tavocanX6ct?l TO, 8 

ti; TO6 Koppi T' dVPrtq. 
(He reaches into his waist, / he finds a silver sheath, 1/ and in the silver sheath / he finds a silver knife; 11 up 
to the sky he threw it, / he got it down on the ground, 11 again he throws it, / it climbed into his body. Woman 
and Death, A 424, Cyprus) 

All the above line groups are carriers of the same meaning, which is not apparent to us unless 
we place them in their context. In fact, they exemplify a theme, namely the execution of a just 
or unavoidable killing or suicide, and the hesitation of an unwilling killer to carry out his action: 
at the last moment he throws his knife up into the air. But the knife miraculously reaches its 
target precisely because the killing is just and unavoidable. The fact that the identity of the killer 
or the nature of his action-suicide or the killing of someone else-is not revealed in these lines 
makes them reducible to the same paraphrase,39 and therefore variant forms of the same sense 
unit (or motif) which, if we want to be precise, is part of the 'theme of unwilling killer'. Such 
variants differ from each other not in content, but in wording, syntax, length (and, therefore, in 
metrical and syntagmatic form). Line groups A-C and D are variant forms of the same poetic 

37 Some of Joseph A. Russo's 'phrase-patterns' would be useful here. However, in his well known paper on 'The 
structural formula in Homeric verse' (Yale Classical Studies xx (1966) 2191240), Russo is mainly interested in the 
localization of various types of grammatical/syntactical phrase-patterns to particular parts of the hexameter, and not 
in a common meaning underlying them. So his groups of examples do not constitute paradigmatic matrices in the 
sense indicated above. 

38 I suppose that this is a way of explaining the genesis of unique 'formulaic' expressions which Hainsworth 
rightly refuses to call formulas (cf. The Iliad: A commentary iii 17). 

39 'He drew his knife from its sheath, threw it up into the air, but the knife [reaching its originally intended 
destination] pierced through his/her body.' 
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meaning, despite the fact that D is twice as long as A-C; they are, therefore, poetic synonyms. 
Examples such as those quoted above abound in folk poetry, including the Serbo-Croatian epic 
narratives, and this is what led Lord to the conclusion that the principle of epic economy is not 

operative across a whole tradition, but only in the songs of one singer (cf. p. 138 above). 
Within the above poetic synonyms, some formulas can be located (A2/B2, C3/D5), but more 

common are hemistichs that are synonymous rather than identical with each other in regard of 

meaning (A'/B1/C', A3/B3/C3, etc.). These synonymous phrases, which are alternative forms of 
the same literal, as well as poetic, signatum or 'signified', I propose to call allomorphs. The 

methodological advantage of this term is that it does not necessarily imply an original form or 

prototype (as the 'allophone' does not imply an original phoneme),40 even though the existence 
of such a prototype cannot be ruled out. Allomorphs, however, should not be taken to be 
variations of original forms (whose traces were probably lost early in the tradition) but to be 

generated in exactly the same way as the 'variants of the same type' that we have already seen, 
namely, by a paradigmatic matrix of synonymous phrases that recall one another and facilitate 
the production of additional ones at the level ones at f poetic performance (e.g., X WyrdX 
titrate, aotv oi)pavov T6 rtcaxe, 7T6v o6pav6 r6 koupe, etc.). 

Let us now turn to some Homomeric examples. To begin with, here belong the metrically 
equivalent synonymous formulas, often discussed in connection with the rule of epic economy 
as if they represent exceptions to it; whereas allomorphs point in the opposite direction, which 
is to say that metrical synonyms are, not only equivalent, but equal constituent elements of the 
tradition and inherent in the process of improvisation. It should be said, however, in fairness 
to Parry, that this is much more apparent in the case of predicates than in noun-epithet 
equivalent formulas. The examples of the following table are one-line units describing the 
moment of death of Homeric heroes. They all are poetically synonymous, and contain formulas, 
allomorphs, as well as expressions which differ in content but are poetically and functionally 
equivalent: 

a l pputr 8' t 6Xwov,2 at7yWp6; 6' 6pa uiv aKicoO; sXsv (II. 5.47) 
(He dropped from the chariot, and the hateful darkness took hold of him) 

b p fputc 6' t 6X)ov,2 'XKaXTr 8' 6(0eaXgiv KicQT' 6XX5; (I. 16.344) 
(and the darkness drifted over his eyes as he crashed from the chariot) 

c 1 8o'6rias?v 6t n?ea6V,2 Kara 86 YK6To; 6aa? K6XijJE?V (I. 16.325) 
(He fell, thunderously, and darkness closed over both eyes) 

d I yvt ' ptp7C' ojt64xi;, 
2 
06vaTo; 68 gav 6cIV i6cX?K Nf(?V (I. 5.68) 

(He dropped, screaming, to his knees, and death was a mist about him) 

e l yvt) 6' tpu7' otic)baX;, 2 V? tr 68 pIV tc?K6Xu?Vv (R. 20.417) 
(and he dropped, moaning, on one knee as the dark mist gathered / about him) 

f 8 o'67r"a|V 68t n?a6v,2 X06va 6' fXaas? iavTi t?67ir (Od. 22.94) 
(He fell, thunderously, and took the earth full on his forehead) 

40 The term 'allomorph' is borrowed from linguistics, where it actually means an alternative morpheme. But it 
is a convenient term to suggest an alternative morphe (form), also, and in this limited sense it is a much more 
specific term than Nagler's allomorph (cf. pp. 138, 139 above). On the other hand, my allomorphs and their respective 
generative matrix constitute a much wider category than Hainsworth's examples of substitution (The Iliad: A 
commentary iii 15). 
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g ' putl? 68t Cprlvfn;, 
2 

X06va 8' Xioaae? TcavTxi eT(oT6n (Od. 22.296) 
(He fell then headlong, and took the earth full on his forehead) 

h 1 pe 5' yt 6Xtov,2 cp6 cpao?e 8t ) E' T t? ' ot ir,T (II. 8.260) 
(He fell from the chariot, and his armour clattered upon him) 

i pt? 8 & prnVAi;, 
2 

6CdptrE 8t EFi)X' T? t?' t atf6 (II. 5.58) 
(He dropped forward on his face and his armour clattered upon him) 

j l slr8oCrrToEV 8 7tE?a&oV, 2 
6p6(pr|GE 86 TEXE'6%?' a7' a6Tp (1. 5.42, 540, etc.) 

(He fell, thunderously, and his armour clattered upon him) 

All the above examples can be reduced to the same general paraphrase: 'He [the warrior 

previously identified, and mortally hit] fell down and died'. They are, therefore, variant forms 
of the same meaning, i.e. poetic synonyms. Several hemistichs in the table are formulas (al/bl/h1, 
c1/f 'jl', d 'le', g'li, f 2/g2, h2/i 2/j 2), others are allomorphs (a2/b2/c2/d 2/e2); still others are 

poetically synonymous phrases, referring to the same poetic meaning with regard to the final 
fall of a warrior which precedes and signals his death (al/bl/h1' c1/f /j 1' d l/e1 = gl/il). The 
difference between these phrases and the allomorphs is that the former connote and announce 
the death of the warrior at the poetic level, but denote his fall in a variety of ways at the 

linguistic level; therefore, they are poetic synonyms, but different linguistic signs, which 
however fulfill the same poetic function in similar environments. By the same token, the 
hemistichs a2-e2 (referring to death as a cloud or darkness enveloping the dying warrior) and 
f 2_j 

2 (referring to the warrior hitting the ground with his forehead, and to the clatter of his 
armour), although linguistically very different, are poetically synonymous, also, as they all 
connote the warrior's moment of death. I propose to call such units functional equivalents. 

The functional equivalents a'-j 1 and the allomorphs a2-e2 are also metrically equivalent, 
respectively, and practically interchangeable among the verses quoted above. A question that 
has now to be asked is whether such units always appear in the same metrical form. This 
question has already been answered in the negative with reference to poetic synonyms (of which 
both allomorphs and functional equivalents are subcategories).41 As regards allomorphs in 
particular, the answer should be the same as in the case of the formulas. Consider, for instance, 
the following examples: 

------ - || t?o; ave&otolo K(uvI?V (II. 5.553, 16.502, 22.361) 
------ - || O6cvaTo(; 6t itv 6pEK&Xuiev (see d above) 
------ - || V?EXi 8& ttv IV 1c6?K6X%uiE?V (see e above) 
-- -I| av6cTou 6& (i?Xav v4o; 6EK6lhA)1i?K V?V (II. 16.350, Od. 4.180) 

4-- i 6& oi OtdvaTo; XOTo 9plopaloar; (II. 13.544, etc.) 

The notion of death as darkness enveloping the dying warrior is present in all examples. So 
the answer to the above question depends on whether we accept that formulas retain their 
identity when they are metrically adapted and expanded. Although I, for one, would not accept 
all of Hainsworth's examples, it is very difficult to deny the virtual identity of the following pair 
of phrases (except for their metrical shape): 

-- - II Ka 8' 6' OaXkCbv KXi)T' 6(Xf (see b above) 
K6cp p6o ot 6090aXp6v KtcXu' d6X6;, I -- - (RI. 20.421) 

41 Cf. p. 146 above. As we shall see a little later (p. 149 and Table of Ship-setting-sail Theme), poetic synonyms 
are flexible and come in a variety of forms. 
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So if formulas can attain a considerable degree of elasticity by means of simple metrical 
adaptation, or the combination and interchange of synonyms,42 allomorphs should by definition 
be considered even more adaptable. Actually, I submit, many modified or expanded phrases 
should better (i.e., more accurately) be considered as allomorphs rather than as formulas (e.g., 
jioipa Kpataxl, 06cvaToS; KaCi Poipa KpaTrat, 7Topf)peoS; 06cvaTo; KCId ,uopa Kpataxff, 
)thV6u & yuEa, 'iToe. b voS Kai oxaif&a yuia, etc.). On the other hand, metrical 

modification of both formulas and allomorphs entails a change of context and new 'neighbours' 
for them. Or, to be precise, it is the requirements of a new environment that bring about metri- 
cal adaptation of a phrase. But the proximity and interrelationship of formulas and other phrases 
is an aspect of Homeric style that needs further study before the great divide between Parry's 
original definition of the formula and later definitions (since Hainsworth) that ignore metrical 
shapes and values can be bridged.43 

To summarize: formulas, allomorphs, functional equivalents (the last two categories being 
poetic synonyms), and variants of the same type, represent distinct grades of relationship in the 
phraseology and versification of traditional poetry. Interrelated examples of each category-- 
whether whole lines, more lin les than one, or various verse segments-constitute systems of either 
metrically interchangable examples or similar units of varying lengths, which recall one another 
and thus constitute a reproductive matrix that generates even more examples. Systems overlap, 
and units from different systems are combined by the singer in the process of composition. 
However, it must be recognized, and emphasized, that these considerable resources and aids of 
improvisation do not account for the majority of verses, and that the traditional singer must be 
able incessantly to recast anew his poetic utterances in the form of new verses or verse- 
segments, not only by adroitly handling the aforementioned materials, but also on the basis of 
associations of additional words and notions which have to be metrically shaped or reshaped 
before they can fit his compositional plan. 

Such notional or conceptual associations, which indicate a more distant relationship on our 
scale of kinship, are mostly traditional, too, and belong to the ideological environment of the 
artist and the formative influences he receives during his upbringing and training, alongside 
narrative motifs or themes and story patterns (although they are seldom discussed in connection 
with formulaic or traditional poetic diction). Consider, for instance, how gods come down from 
the top of Mt. Olympus to visit their favoured mortals: 

a 1 &); to'a, ot& mr|i0q? 0ea yXoiKxb7r; 'AOivrl, 
2 Pi 65 KCT' X6ikp7oto Kiapfvwcv dt4ama (II. 2.167-8) 
(So she [Hera] spoke, nor did the goddess grey-eyed Athene / disobey her, but went in speed down the 
peaks of Olympos). 

b 1 0; dinbv 6Tpuve 76cpo; i?paluiav 'A0fJvrv, 
2 P 8 KCCT' O^)XfptC1oo Kxapfvo)v 6ttaaa (II. 4.73-4, etc.) 
(Speaking so he [Zeus] stirred up Athene, who was eager before this, / and she went in a flash down 
the pinnacles of Olympos). 

c 'Hprq 5' tct4aaa Xinev piov OMX 7i,oto (R. 14.225, 20.114) 
(while Hera in a flash of speed left the horn of Olympos). 

42 Hainsworth, The flexibility of the Homeric formula 82. 
43 Cf. P. Chantraine's pioneering work on 'Remarques sur 1'emploi des formules dans le premier chant de l'Iliade' 

(REG xlv (1932) 121-54), 'an article on the "play of formulae",' which however 'remains the only work of its kind, 
an excellent source for observing how formulae are used', as M.W. Edwards says (Oral Tradition i/ii (1986) 198). 
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d 1 8' tprl 6x; &XTo OKaT' 06X,Dpho7o) VtIO?VxOS (//. 18.616) 
(And she [Thetis] like a hawk came sweeping down from the snows of Olympos). 

e 1 ); taxT', o06' x pa 7axrpo; 6cvrqKcooxTrG?v 'A76XXcov, 
2 p3f 8 Krac' 'Ioatcv 6pv p6pclv tpr OIKc (//. 15.236-7) 
(He [Zeus] spoke so, and Apollo, not disregarding his father, / came down along the mountains of Ida 
in the likeness of a rapid / hawk). 

Although lines al and bl are allomorphs, el is not, because Apollo has taken the place of 
Athena (a change of subject that has resulted in a change of verb as well, oi6' ... dCvrlKO)GTrl- 
cev for ob)' d rlfO E?); therefore, el is a variant of the same type as al (cf. pp. 143 ff. for this 

category). However, lines a2lb2, c, d, and e2, are more distant relatives in that they are 
connected only by associations of words and notions: the verbs dticoo and &kXoytat, meaning 
to dart or speed downwards in a flash, the mountain-tops, the simile of the hawk. But they lack 
a common syntagmatic order (so they are not variants of the same type) and, because they may 
differ in verb and/or subject and adverbial complement, they lack a common signified (so they 
are not synonyms). I propose to call them content or notional associates. 

Here is a schematic classification of all types of relationship discussed in this paper (with 
references to the pages where these terms are discussed and defined): 

Typical elements of composition in traditional poetry 

theme/motif variants (145, 150 ff.) 

same type variants (143-145) notional associates (148-149) 

poetic synonyms (145-148) 
I 

allomorphs (145-148) functional equivalents (146-147) 

formulas (138-142, 146-148) 

In my next, and last, set of examples, I have tabulated a number of instances of the same 
theme, that of a ship setting sail (usually at daybreak),44 which occurs many times in the 

Odyssey and can be expected to contain many typical elements. Yet, as is also the case with 
other typical themes and scenes, such as, for example, arming scenes and duels in the Iliad, not 

any two instances of the theme are exactly alike. 
Each horizontal course, or row, of the Table contains a passage divided into line groups 

corresponding to steps in the action described (rows are numbered with Roman numerals: I, II, 
III, etc.). The vertical columns correspond to thematic units or motifs in the narrative sequence 
(numbered with lower-case letters of the Latin alphabet: a, b, c, etc.). Line groups representing 
similar motifs are placed below each other in the same columns so as to facilitate comparison. 
We can see at a glance that our theme variants are unequal. The longest one is IX (2.416-431), 
which consists of fifteen lines divided into eight motifs; the shortest one is II (9.76-78), 
consisting of three lines and three motifs. None of the ten passages includes all content motifs, 
nor do motifs always follow the same order, so my grouping them under the symbols a, b, etc. 

(suggesting a typical sequence) appears, and to some extent is, arbitrary. The general, 
comprehensive, narrative line of the Ship-setting-sail theme, which can be extrapolated from the 

44 Arend also discusses ship departures, op. cit. (n. 21) 81-86. 
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a b c d e 

I loSq 8' 6 ipiYEVEia vila v IdEV tc ponov EV 8' iaTcoO Ti9E- 
4. 576-80 d vrq pOo6OKTuXOS Ep6oaoalEv etq &da Biav, pcEOa 

'Hc6, KaO t ifa vrnuatv 
EtoUq' 

II dkXX' 6T- 681 Tptxov ioToOc aGrrad6j vot 
9. 76-78 iiap dvd 0' taofa 

EttnX6OKapO TEXG' XEic' tEp6oavTEc 

III dkX' 6TE 8i Epso ov LoEiS 6o' alV' &vapdVTEk S ITo6v CTTadIpEVO 
12. 399-402 a'PvZ EvKatEv E6C pi n6vrqo, dvd 0' iaT(ca 

EtI ZEOq 06fcKE Kpo- ;XoK:' tptoaaVTEq. 
vi)ov, 
Kaot T6T' EEIT' dVE- 
JOq tlV HPO pEV 

nra5aaoxo xkai kant 
06ov, 

IV acTadp tstit p' vwia PI v dp 76xnpoTov v 68' tT6v Tt0EEt- iv ' a6 s KaT6xi- 
11 1-3, t7t vIna ptccaaoHev EiSt; a icav, oOa oCE 
6-10 KaTSilOoJpEV iS6 Kcait IoCTtCa vwt pIE- VE6? KuaVOXpooto1 

OdXaOaaav, af (v TKUEVOV o6pov tEt 
7Xra(CTOVtov, ?06Xv 
Tac tpov, 

K pKT:q U7X6Kacaoq; 
SEIVM OE6q a66E7Eo- 
(a. 

V d; Eit7bv dvad vr6q; gpiv, 
9. 177-80 KcXEUoa 85' ETa(pouq 

aoiTo To t' dELpa (vtv 
dvd TiE IpuwviCaia kXaat. 

VI atTap tydbv nt via 
12. 144-52 Klcbv 6Tpuvov ? Taipouq See under g 

a&ToiX T' dT{pa vitv 
dvd TE XpuivwIota XOaat. 

VII TnEqXaXo 68' T?dpoittv 
15. 217-21 7itoTpOvac;q icExuaEV 

<<y1CooCpEITE Ta TE\XE, 
ETa Ipot, vr t pEXa tavQ, 

aoToo T' d{ppa votipv, 
Tva tcnpaToCEVS v 68010.> 
;S {|ae0, ot 8' dpa TOu 
pdXOa CEV K,cXOV 68' i7X- 

OovTo. 

VIII ?v cpO.Pv i 85' &p' rEIItxa taT6v 6' EihdTIvoV TOItIV 6' tKCEVOV 
15. 285-93 KaO9Exto, 7rdp 86 ot a6Tic KO(fXkq VTxooE o6pov 

EtoE OEOKCXLEVOV. pEa66Cpr IEl Y?aUKVKnxt; 
Tot 86 nrpupv ati' Xuoaav. iatloaov ( xpavtrE;, 'Atvrn, 

TnqXtpaXoq 8' xtdpoiatv Kaca E 8t ipoT6voi- dpOpov calty(- 
noxTpOvaq KcXEUoEV otv gS6olav, CovTa 

67)Xov dxrCTEOa- EXKOV 6' atc (a 8i' atOCpoS, 6opa 
TOt 6' taaoutVO)q xtf0oOVTO. XEUKa Td6XtaTa 

u)aTpt-ToCTIa po0- 
EO3apIV. 

IX vrqt ?vt tcpOPvi tloT6v 6' EtIxivov 
2. 417-31 Kax' dp' EsETO- a& KcO(Xrl EVTooGE 8' dp' aTxiqS pE668Cp 

E?TO TqXkltaxXo. CTTlTaav dE fPaVEq, 
Tot 86 7rPUiv otI' xuoaav, Kata 6 8 7cpoT6vot- See under c 

J ~ CtIV 16qaav 
&v 68 KCal aiOot &lvtECS XcKOV 6' tttaa 

nxi KcXiota Kca0iOov. XcUKa 
e CTPOotp7rCTOtot Po- 

TOIotV 6' IKpEvov o6pov ECUIV. 
iTE yaxcuKc7nt; 'AOlvrl, 

dKpaA Zt+upov, 
KEs;uOVT t t olvo7ta 7r6v- 

f7tcop6vaq EK?;uCsEV 
6ntCOv C&XTEo0at- 
Tot 8' 6 pOvovToqS Koiouav. 

X tloq; 68' iptyVEa Kai T6T' EIE1Tf' dvdyovTo OiCtIV 8' TK)CEVOV 
11.1. 477-83 av p1o8O$:KTUxOS oE Tad otpaTOv EcpOv 'A- o6pov 

'Hq,^ Xxcativ lit 1Kicpyoq 'A- 

See under e d 
o 8' ltoT6v oT4- 
oavT' dvd O' lotca 

EUKad tTacaaoav. 



f g h i j k 

I &v 68 Kat a6tot 85i 6' C6tpcvot 
4. 576-80 pd&Vte0 oXtIv &fX -c6- 

}7t1 KA1TaT1 tTOV CpET.oPI;. 
KcaO iCov- 

II gFjeOa- Tad 6' 
9. 76-78 AvEtoa x TE KB- 

Epviqrai ' I6u- 
vov. 

III 
12. 399-402 

IV ?Lig; 8 6' 6ta Fteoa- T- v 6' 
11. 1-3, 6- eKaoTa 2ve?g6S TE KUo- 
10 IcovriadE?votI EpvVTTI o T' tu- 

KaTx vrla VE. 
V ol 6' atlv' Eca- Eq5' 6 6pEvoI 

9. 177-80 Patvov 7oXtIv dXa x6- 
Ka;t i:t KTrlOat 7Tov cpETpoi;. 
KaOi ov, 

VI ot 8' alt' cto- tER; 8' t;6gEvot acrT(Ka 8' 67rXa fEeOa- Tfv 8' 
12. 144-52 iatvov 7oXtIv &,da TO- EKaOTa aVEtL6q TE KUD- 

Kat ;It KAXTICt 7XTOV pETgoi;. xOVlaCdptEVO Et CpVTgn ' ITu- 
KaOiOov, e Kacd via ve. 

fgpiv 6' a6 KaT6- 

vs6; KIuavonp(- 

IKgEVOV OUpOV 
IEI 

CXaoiaTtov, oa- 
OX6v ?Taipov, 
KipKtll 7XO6Kca- 

8E1V 0E60 aC6i8- 
Eoaa. 

VII actva 8' &p' Eao- 
15. 217-21 paivov 

Kai b7li KXTl at 
Kao itov, 

VIII vYlSq &VOEtE 
15. 285-93 0Oouaa 

0cOadroqS a&cX|u- 
p6v O&op. 

IX See under c ftprlnaV 8' dVE- 8' EOEEV KaTa 86radlEvot 6' 8 CTAavto Kpa- 
2. 417-31 tUo Kuia dpo a OcXa T pa; 

L?ECov taioT(, 8tanpjaaouaa Ooiv dvd vra tCotaTvEa; 
dtA i 8? K4a K?X4EOov. fE.Xatvav olvoto, 
aGE i p3j rop+O- 
peov 

TEyd6X' loaXE 
v16 io ocnrl5. 

X tv 6' dVEpo4; tnpi- f 8' 0EEEV KaTd 
RI. 1. 477-83 oev Kvpa 

t*aov IoCiov, 8tatrp'aaouara 
dpo i Kv a KvX?uUOV. 
c<TE(p 3pn Op+3- 
pEOV 

rE'ydX' taXE 
v16o iouTall< 
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examples quoted in the Table, is as follows: Either at daybreak of a new day (motif a), or as 
a travelling party reaches the seashore (b), sailors under command of their leader drag the ship 
into the water, or go aboard and cast off the stern cables; while passengers take their seats at 
the ster, sailors manage the gear of the ship and put forth to sea (c); men set up the mast and 
hoist the sails on it (d); a god sends a fair ster wind (e); oarsmen sit at the oar benches (f), and 
dash the oars in the sea in good order (g); the wind blows into the sails and a wave rises with 
a big sound at the cutwater (h); the ship swiftly cuts her way across the waves (i); sailors make 
fast the running gear (I), and sit, while the wind and the steersman drive the good ship (k). 

A closer look at the actual variants will reveal that motif a occurs in passages/rows I-Ill and 
X; lines Ia and Xa are repetitions of the same formula (Agio; 6' iprytvaa d6vil 
Oo6o&cictuAo; 'H69;), lines Ila and Illa are two variants of the same type (6cXX' tcF 681 
tpftov fApap ti)rrX6Ka%to; rt4X&' 'H6; / bXX' 6,5t- 6i8 tp8ogiov fSiap itn ZEO OfjKE 

Kpovifwv). 
The next motif (b) is a frequent formula elsewhere, but occurs only once in the theme 

instances tabulated here (IVb). I shall bypass motif c for the moment because it is the most 

complex one. 
d occurs in seven out of the ten passages. In all cases we have poetic synonyms, which in VIII 

and IX take the form of the same three-line group of formulas, while in I, II, III, IV, and X, 
they appear as one-line allomorphs (e.g., tv 6' iomo'; Tt04uxE;Oc KXd kTtkx vrauoiv " t or.; [Id] 
= tatTv tTTa6nL(T6CVOt 66 0 c'tGTC Xfi'K' tpxxvTE; [Ild] = ot 6' tkYTOv (YT1MXvT' 6CV6C 0' 

Motif e is represented by three variants: A three-line group of formulas (IV, VI), a two-line 
version (VIII), and a one-line version (X). I hesitate to call them synonyms because they feature 
three different gods sending the fair wind, but we can easily pinpoint the kind of relationship 
they have with each other: toitcv 6' tiq.ieov o~)pov et& tiK6pyo; 'Ait6XXow (Xe) is a variant 
of the same type as tokntv 6' tKicgVov o')pov et& y XaxKo)t; 'AO0ij~r (VIIIe'12); ToPiv 6' 

Ngeivov o{pov I TF-i (VIllle, IXe, Xe) and fijiv 9o6' KcaftK~t6aft0 vs'; x-Dvoryno~o / 
liqievov o6pov fri (lVe, VIe) are allomorphs; Xc43pov tmryc2ovtx &' cd8Opo;, 64pax 
x6cXta,a (Vllle) and 61<pafl Zoupov, KOF_668ovt' tnrr otvoira n6vtov (IXe) are one-line 
functional equivalents, and so on. 
f is represented by two allomorphs (If, IXf = Vf-VlIf, five instances in all). It is often combined 

with g (a formula that occurs in I, V, and VI), but is sandwiched between c and e in IX. 
The rest of the vertical colunmns, h to k, show the usual mixture of formulas (IXh/Xh, IXiIXi, 

lVj/VIj, llkJIVkIVIk), allomorphs (viif; &'vfaTue Otouaoc 0ccXc~aaf; 6c4w1p6v i8&Op [Vllli ] 
i= 6 ' Neuv KOa'teY 1CU-Pa1 6tapAOGOCG 'KOX-A0ov [IXiIXi]; ~a*ei; 6' 6rrXca ticautc 

novrja6cpvoti. 1'xxt vfa [lVj/VIj] 6r8,u6ctcvot 6' &pa 6irXx Ooi'v 6vY vfx [tkXtv(Xv 
[IX]]), or functional equivalents (f~jtEk(. ti~v 6' 6xvji6;TF tK iUPfpvWii;t'C tOUvw [Ilk/IVkIVIk] 
and an'(Yavto 'Kputrrpc; intaweog; otvoto [lXk]). 

To go back to column c of the Table, it includes a number of distinct content variants rather 
than poetic synonyms: dragging a ship into the sea from a sandy beach (I, IV), going aboard 
a ship and putting forth on the sea (III), putting forth to the sea towards a specific destination 
(X), Telemachos ordering his men to go aboard and get hold of the tackle (VII-IX), etc. A close 
look at these variants will again reveal several formulas, allomorphs, etc. I shall omit the former 
and concentrate on the other categories. lc/IVc and Illc are functional equivalents. Vc and Vlc 
are poetic synonyms, whose first lines are allomorphs: d); Ftn(bv 6c( vq6; t43rv, &X*4uaa 
6' ~taf poi.; (V) c aVrrYp tycv tint vfa icubv 6epuvov ~txfpou; (VI). The four lines of VlIc 
and the last two lines of Vlllc/IXc are also poetic synonyms; the expression &otCpfvx; 
t'i9Xs)(YFv I 6nkXw ?innactt (V1III/IX) corresponds with the notional variant totpfiv(x; 
tKO1XIXEV I 'tYKOG[WT~IE T&Y TE)X I&Atpot, VTq1 pwAX'(fVI3, I cXbtof tr' kdvoP(X v,)E Tvcc 
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npfawooou?v 68010' (VII), while the expressions rot 6' yoigvo/; ;it0ovxo (VIII), tol 6' 

6tp6vovTo(; Kouoaav (IX), and &; t)a0', ot 6' 6pa To0 p6LXa Ipiv KO6ov i16' tnrfOovTo 

(VII) are allomorphs. 
Such tables can easily be constructed and relationships between groups of lines, lines, or 

shorter expressions, pointed out. I know I have only scratched the surface, but I believe that this 
kind of analysis, despite its limited scope, not only helps to dispel the idea of the traditional 

poet composing his works automatically, by putting together ready made building blocks (this 
notion, after all, has long been given up by Homeric scholars), but also allows a glimpse into 
the process of composition at the level of epic grammar and versification. 

At this (low) level of composition, Homer's creativity 'is within the tradition, not in the sense 
of being within limits but in the sense of being within potentials that can be realized by superior 
individuals'. So Lord, who speaks, however, of Homer's originality.45 Yet, to the extent that 

originality can be distinguished from creativity in traditional cultures, it is more easily 
discernible at the higher levels of composition, i.e. in the arrangement of motifs, themes, or 
scenes, and in the general design of Homer's tales whose unity was praised by Aristotle in 

antiquity.46 
As regards the ever elusive relationship between tradition and an exceptional creator, I should 

like to end this paper with a quotation from Bela Bartok (1881-1945), referring to J.S. Bach. 
Bartok spent fifteen years of intensive field research in the regions of the former Austro- 
Hungarian empire, and became an expert in, and admirer of, folk music (and of course a great 
collector of it), but he never met, as he writes, any peasant who could, or was ever inclined, to 
compose an original melody, although all bearers of genuine folk music were precisely inclined 
to adapt and alter what they received from their predecessors or outside sources. But here is 
what he has to say about Bach: 'The work of Bach is a summing up of the music of some 
hundred-odd years before him. His musical material is themes and motives used by his 
predecessors. (...) Is this plagiarism? By no means. For an artist it is not only right to have his 
roots in the art of some former times, it is a necessity'.47 

G. M. SIFAKIS 

Department of Classics, New York University 
The Institute for Mediterranean Studies, Rethymnon, Crete 

45 Epic singers and oral tradition 78. 
46 Poet. 1451' 28. 
47 Essays, ed. by B. Suchoff (New York and London 1976) 346. 
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